obots,
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R

and other signs of hlgh. II

computers

technology

abounded

one of the

best.

shows ever. Many

of

had so many

robotic

on display

attachments

and computer

gizmos

fiction

movie

the

that they ,

in some sci-

locked more like they belonged
ence

up-

the claim by many that this was

porting

machines

at IMTS 94,

than on the floor

of a

The gear industry
in this technological
40 machinery

in gear equipment.
our booth

was considerably

Ie

high-tech

than some,

Gear Technology

exhib-

lubrication.
lower

and cermet

This means greater

per-piece

cost without

and environmental
one-half

accuracy

and

the additional

hazard

of cutting

the LC 82 CNC occupies
the floor

space

(See also "Gear

Coolant,"

hobs

of previous

Hobbing

Without

page 20.)
loading systems

were also pop-

ular this year. For example,

R2

Reishauer's

%-

362Agear

had a chance to talk to many industry leaders,

Ion industrial

new subscribers,

old fans and other dedicated

IRB 3000. The grinder itself uses a creep-feed

gear enthusiasts.

We also visited the booth

process,

have

been

machines

vendors

to

of
see

bility

hard

at work

and

more

enhancing

user-friendly

machine is more versatile.

changeover

their

making them ideal

for shops in Ihe automotive

and other high-

as well. Today's

machines

are smaller, faster and more accurate.
A good

example

must

is a

the spindle

to load the workpiece

Koepfer
gear

introduced

hobbing

and

equipped

with a range

a simple

robotic

ing washing,

of loading

loader

fer to other operations.

and produces
13. In addition,

provides
workpiece

gear qualities
a patented

low work arbor heights
support.

floor. equipped

The model

with an automatic

capable of hob changeover

of up 10
hobhead

for greater
on the show
loader and

in under a minute.

can

be

devices,
to a

material

to. be integrated
processes,

measuring.

each machine

bobbing

load

200 CNC

magazine

that allows

6-axis gear hobber has a rigid cast iron frame

AGMA

which

gravity-fed

gantry

to counteract

the cutting forces of high-speed

in a different

its Model

machines,

with other manufacturing

appliance

s the

and unload times of about eight seconds.

shops serving

. The 125GH CNC

aero

for each pa.rt, allowing

flow and communications

the automotive.

and axial-

with each pass. The 6-a;.:;.i5robot can

Gleason gea:r hobber aimed at the high-volume
power hand tool industrie

what

moves after each cycle, the

follow

be programmed

from

of this new breed

both tangentially

the work: spindle
robot

machine

.. But they also run faster

in one pass

take several passes by mov-

ly with respect 10 the grinding wheel. Because

position

batch manufacturing

industries

accomplishing

with quick

that are ideal for small-

volume

robot, the ASEA Brown Aeneas

would otherwise

software.

times

and with greater accuracy,

grinder wa tended by a 7-foot.

ing the workpiece
manufacturers

with added CNC axes, greater flexi-
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speeds up to 2000 sfpm-without

ited at IMTS for the first time ever. The staff

Most of the gear-industry

',11

for cutting

Automatic

although

what was new in the industry.

I

up to 3000 rpm, the LC 82 CNC

models.

In addition,

hobber.

of using carbide

about

with more than

cutting

is capable

display,

tool manufacturer

dry

Delivering

oils. In addition,

and cutting

new technologies

how was Liebherr's revolu-

high-speed

made a strong presence

all the major gear equipment.

,, ,

tionary

cost

machine shop.

specializing

One of the most exciting
on display at the

palletizing

includand tran -

The automation

can be tailored

for

to the needs of

the customer.
Mitsubishi

Machine

new machines

speed gear bobber
grinder.

Tools introduced

at the show, tbe Ge2D
and the ZG40DCNC

Both machines

for flexible

ous autornatictool

small gears for power tool application.

devices.

For example,

gear

can be custom-fitted

manufacturing

was used to cut transmission speed gears and

two
high-

systems

handling
options

with vari-

and loading
on the GC20

bobber iacludean
automatic

automatic

too] changer

work changer,

and an automatic

changer. The ZG400CNC
include all automatic
workpiece

side the specified

options

system,

Fellows
a

machine

measure-

show

introduced

production

manufacturers

new machines

models

at the

or current

with new features.

computercontrols

were highlighted

at nearly

Systems

grinding

machine

Muschinenfabrik

displayed

a high

developed

cision grinding

and helical formed

of straight

gears as well as straight
axe,

three

of which

wheel

dressing

adjusting

wheel to maintain
generated.

which

is capable

the accuracy

of the profile

introduced

series CNC gear grinder,
can support

to

fixture

mm

and part

and part weight

in length. In addition,

the

ly software
operating

package
Products

EC-3500

Power

exact duplicate

of the gear profile required

on

the workpiece

when rolling

In addition,

of

Stroked Honing

which uses a two-stage

to reduce cycle times by removing
of the stock. at high feed pressure

e two
into

in one
Pfauter

news, American

at [MTS that it would
Maho

betaking

sales and servicing
line

of milling

and

centers. Deckel Maho was recently
American

North American

AG of Bielefeld,

Pfauter

distributor

currently

is the

for all Gilderneis-

ter turning products,
The Deckel Maho line includes 5-axi

and

versal machining

its

uni-

centers that could be used to

lary gear industry products ..

Machine.

feed pressure

u

operations

by Gilderneister

Germany.

come

introduced

can

tools, each plated with a different

I.

make hobs, gearbox housings

company

with

the Coroning®

the machine

and fin.ishing
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the CNC controls.

Sunnen

an
an

machining

user-friend-

for programming

ring

that generates

of the Deckel

up 1.0 900

machines

with Bourn & Koch's copyrighted
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steel

gear configuration
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The 500

2,000 pounds

gear manu-

VAC 61 CNC

internal

In other industry

is equipped

wheels.

a new hard

work cycle.

its new 500

which

CBN-plated

Series grinders

exhibited

over the North American

& Koch

with threaded

Pfauter

The KAPP

roughing

small batch sizes.
Bourn

bores in gears,

CBN grain size, to divide metal removal

of

well-suited

UL2 high speed

for grinding

process for high-volume

Coroning®

of its quick change-

is especially

Tool

Corporation

CoronJng® tool, a hardened

tool.

for wear on the grinding

Also, because

over, this machine

fluted

controlled

are on the grinding

device,

USA Machine
Grinding

its new Ultraline
machine

facturing.

for pre-

and spiralled

It has eight numerically

continually

Bryant

finishing

The Reform

ZSM 800 was specifically

broaches.

Vermont

partner

bearings, valve lifters and similar components.

made by Reform

of Germany.

with a GE Fanuc conit with two axes of con-

Group

American

Stoffel Grinding

the lat-

of its 10-4 gear shaper .. The

trol, Fellows'

grinding

faIl out-

demonstrated

was equipped

introduced

Again,

every booth.
precision

Corporation

trol system, providing

ment device ..
Other gear machine

the gears produced

parameters.

est generation

an automatic

and a. workpiece

device

function whenever

wheel change device,

conveyance

meshing

grinder's
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jig

and other ancil-
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